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Fight brewing over rent
control petition
SIGNATURE GATHERERS ALLEGEDLY MISLEADING RESIDENTS
ABOUT LANDLORD-BACKED INITIATIVE
residents told the Voice they
signed the petition after being told
f you’ve been out in Moun- they were supporting stronger
tain View the past few renter protections. Monte Loma
weeks, you’ve probably been resident Laurent Dinard said he
approached by someone holding signed the petition two weeks ago,
a clipboard, asking if you’ll sign after a signature gatherer came to
a petition for something called his doorstep saying it would boost
“The Mountain View Homeown- the city’s rent control measure
er, Renter, and Taxpayer Protec- and prevent it from sunsetting.
He later learned
tion Initiative.”
that was false.
And if you
“I was told this
ask for details,
‘I feel like I was
was needed to
you’ll likely get
prevent rent
very different
duped.’
control from
answers.
LAURENT DINARD
expiring. That
When visitors
was the word he
at the farmers
told me: It was
market were
asked to sign, they were told it ‘expiring,” Dinard said. “I feel like
would expand rent control to all I was duped.”
Members of the Mountain View
homes in the city. When Sahara
Village residents were solicited, Tenants Coalition say incidents
they were told it would protect like that have become common as
the city’s mobile home parks from a way to get residents to support a
rent increases. When this Voice measure they say is intended to be
reporter was asked to sign, he was confusing.
told it would prevent evictions
Vacancy rate triggers
and strengthen rent control.
‘sneaky repeal’
In fact, all of these claims borAt first glance, the proposed
der on outright falsehoods. The
proposed measure would almost measure would appear to create a
certainly result in a suspension milder version of rent control with
of the city’s renter protections income restrictions for tenant elipassed as Measure V in 2016, giv- gibility and caps on the program’s
ing landlords a free rein for rent costs. But buried on page 12, the
increases on most apartments. measure has a crucial clause that
The initiative is being spearhead- essentially renders most of its laned not by tenants but by the Cali- guage moot: if the city’s vacancy
fornia Apartment Association, rate ever exceeds 3 percent, then
and its main backers include some nearly all tenant protections must
be suspended, it reads.
of the city’s largest landlords.
Except in extraordinary cirThe push to collect signatures in
time for a June deadline is leading cumstances, this would mean
to many reports of paid workers nearly all city’s rent control proallegedly bending the truth to get visions and eviction protections
residents to jot down their names. would be immediately nullified,
Proponents and those they’ve possibly never to return, said tenhired need to collect about 5,150 ant advocates, who have dubbed it
signatures within a matter of days the “sneaky repeal.”
The city’s vacancy rate — which
to get the measure qualified for
the November ballot.
Several Mountain View
See SIGNATURES, page 15
By Mark Noack
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Tanya Sheckley’s experience as the mother of a child with cerebral palsy inspired her to create a new
private school in Mountain View for children with and without disabilities.

Shattering the expectations gap
NEW PRIVATE SCHOOL AIMS TO RAISE THE BAR FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
By Kevin Forestieri

M

ountain View parent Tanya Sheckley
remembers her child,
Eliza, as a brilliant dynamo
who aced classwork at Stevenson Elementary School, had
an infectious personality and
made friends and inspired
the people around her — all

without being able to walk or
talk.
Eliza was born with cerebral
palsy, a debilitating orthopedic
impairment. But like many children with the disorder, Sheckley
said Eliza was firing on all
cylinders on a cognitive level,
proving to her that children
with disabilities have an intense
desire to succeed and don’t have

to hold anyone else back.
Sheckley is looking to turn
that inspiration into action,
and is on course to open a new
inclusive private school at 284
Moffett Blvd., not far from
downtown Mountain View.
Barring any pitfalls with permits, the school is expected
See UP ACADEMY, page 14

Three injured in Sports Page bar fight
By Kevin Forestieri

T

hree people were transported to a local hospital
Saturday morning after
a man allegedly hit two bar
patrons with his car outside of
the Sports Page bar, and was
later attacked by bystanders.
Witnesses told police that the
suspect got into an argument
with the two victims, a man and
a woman, inside the bar in the
1000 block of Plymouth Street
shortly before 2 a.m. on May 26,
according to a statement by the

INSIDE

Mountain View Police Department. When the pair tried to
leave, the suspect allegedly got
into his car and drove into them
in the parking lot, injuring the
man and pinning the woman
beneath the vehicle, police said.
The suspect tried to drive
away while the woman was
under the vehicle, but bystanders reportedly pulled him from
the vehicle and attacked him,
police said. Other people at the
scene flipped the car over in
order to remove the woman who
was trapped underneath.

The suspect and the two people who were hit by the driver
were all transported to a nearby
hospital, police said. All three
were in stable condition as of
Wednesday.
Sports Page owner Rob Graham told the Voice that the suspect and the two people struck
by the vehicle were in the bar
earlier that night following a
Shoreline concert, but that no
altercation took place inside the
bar itself. He said surveillance
See BAR FIGHT, page 16
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Healthy Teeth and Gums
That Last a Lifetime!
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Second Opinions
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‘THREE DAYS OF RAIN’
Richard Greenberg’s “Three
Days of Rain,” on stage now at
the Dragon Theatre is, sadly,
the last production with director and Dragon founder Meredith Hagedorn at the helm of
the theater company. Happily,
it exemplifies the type of highquality, smart, often time-andmind-bending shows Hagedorn has championed during
her tenure. Moving backward
in time, the play is set in the
same New York apartment in
1995 (Act 1) and 1960 (Act 2).
In the first act, Tasi Alabastro, Katie O’Bryon Champlin
and Robert Sean Campbell
play siblings Walker and Nan
Janeway and family friend Pip
Wexler. In the second, this
same three-person crew portrays the parents of the former
(Ned and Lina) and the father
of the latter (Theo). It’s often
difficult for children, no matter how old, to recognize that
their parents had identities
and lives before and apart from
their existence, and, though
the older generation no doubt
did plenty of damage to their
offspring, there’s compassion
for both sides here.
The show (playing at 2120
Broadway St., Redwood City)
runs through June 17 (Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m.; Sunday

Voices
A R O U N D T O W N
will return.

at 2 p.m.). Tickets are $27-$35,
with some discounts available.
Go to dragonproductions.net.

‘SALON STYLE’ AT THE
ANDERSON COLLECTION
The Anderson Collection’s new
exhibition, “Salon Style: Collected Marks on Paper,” features
drawings, collages and paintings
and is on display until Aug. 20.
The show, which is dedicated to
Hunk Anderson (he died in February at the age of 95), is the first
in a series of two exhibitions that
will feature works on paper created by some of the most important
artists in the collection. Included
are: Richard Diebenkorn, William Baziotes, Sam Francis, Helen
Frankenthaler, Philip Guston,
Arshile Gorky and Mark Rothko.
Frankenthaler was one of the
first to break away from the
angst-ridden, paint-flinging style
of the Abstract Expressionists. It
is said that she initiated the practice of pouring thinned-down
oil paint onto unprimed canvas,
resulting in a fusion of surface
and color, which later would be
called “color-field painting.”
The museum is located at 314
Lomita Drive, Stanford, and is
open Wednesday-Monday from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Thursday open
until 8 p.m.). Go to anderson.
stanford.edu/visit/.
—Karla Kane
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Dragon Theatre’s production of “Three Days of Rain” is set in the
same New York apartment in 1995 and 1960.
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Call 650.969.6077
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Conveniently located
650.969.6077
in Downtown Mountain View dentalfabulous.com
756 California Street, Suite B
Mountain View 94041
cross street: Castro, next to Bierhaus

FATHER’S
DAY SALE
25% OFF
throughout
the entire store

ROLEX SERVICE

Have your Rolex looking new again for just $450
All work performed by veteran watchmaker with over 30 years experience
• Disassembly of the watch & movement.
• Ultrasonic cleaning.
• Inspection for corrosion/friction fatigue.
• Lubrication (9415, MR4, 9424, TEPA).
• Replacement of all gaskets and seals.

• Water-pressure test to Rolex specs.
• Timing calibration.
• Full polish to Rolex specs.
• -4/+6 ofﬁcial cosc timing test.
All Work Is 100% Guaranteed And Backed By A 1 Year Warranty

BATTERY
REPLACEMENT

SPECIAL

Replace your regular watch battery for just

SEE MORE
ONLINE
MountainViewOnline.com

1040 Grant Road, Suite 315, Mountain View

650-969-5601

Mon - Fri: 10am - 7pm | Sat - Sun: 10am - 6pm

$9.95

Including installation with this coupon. Regularly $12.
Offer expires 8/31/18.
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MAN ARRESTED FOR ALLEGED ATTACKS
Mountain View police arrested a San Jose man on battery
and attempted robbery charges Sunday night after he allegedly
punched his ex-girlfriend in the face at a gas station, and later
shoved two more people at a bus stop and an In-N-Out burger
before he being detained by officers.
The series of alleged attacks began at a Valero gas station on El
Camino Real around 11 p.m. on Sunday, May 27. The victim, a
28-year-old Cupertino woman, told police that she and the suspect were supposed to meet at a nearby hotel, but he never showed
up, according to police spokeswoman Katie Nelson.
They subsequently ran into each other at the gas station, where
the 25-year-old man allegedly punched her in the face and threw
her to the ground when she attempted to leave after paying.
The suspect then headed to a nearby bus stop where he reportedly shoved another man and tried to take his cellphone, and later
See CRIME BRIEF, page 16

QPOLICELOG

CITY OF MOUNTAIN VIEW

PUBLIC HEARING ON PROPOSED ANNUAL
BUDGETS ON JUNE 12, 2018
City of Mountain View
Notice of a joint public hearing of the following governmental
agencies to review the Fiscal Year 2018-19 Proposed Annual
Budgets, Proposed Water, Wastewater and Solid Waste Trash
and Recycling Rates and Various Proposed City Fees:
• City Council of the City of Mountain View
• Board of Directors of the Mountain View Shoreline
Regional Park Community
• Board of Directors of the City of Mountain View Capital
Improvements Financing Authority
Notice is hereby given that Tuesday, June 12, 2018 at 6:30 p.m.,
or as soon thereafter as the matter can be heard, in the Council
Chambers of City Hall, 500 Castro Street, Mountain View, has
been set as the time and place for a public hearing to receive
public comment on the use of funds for the Fiscal Year 201819 Proposed Annual Budgets; proposed increases to water,
wastewater, and solid waste trash and recycling rates; and on
various proposed City fees.
If you are unable to attend the budget public hearing but would
like the City Council, Boards and staff to know your views, please
send a letter to the City Council, P.O. Box 7540, Mountain View,
California 94039, or an e-mail to city.clerk@mountainview.gov
by 4:00 pm on Tuesday, June 12, 2018.
The budget document, including fees, will be available on
Tuesday, June 5, 2018 on the City’s website at: http://www.
mountainview.gov/depts/fasd/budget/current.asp. Copies of
the Fiscal Year 2018-19 Proposed Annual Budgets, supporting
documentation for proposed water, wastewater, and solid waste
trash and recycling rates, and various proposed City fees will
be available for review by 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 5, 2018,
DW&LW\+DOOLQWKH&LW\&OHUN·V2IÀFH&DVWUR6WUHHWUG
Floor, Mountain View, during normal business hours and during
public hours at the Mountain View Public Library, 585 Franklin
Street, Mountain View. The June 12th agenda report will be
available by Friday, June 8, 2018 on the City website at: https://
mountainview.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx
Dated this 24th day of May, 2018
Patty J. Kong
Finance and Administrative Services Director
4
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AUTO BURGLARY

COMMERCIAL BURGLARY

400 block Hope St., 5/22
1000 block Space Park Way, 5/22
1000 block Grant Rd., 5/22
600 block Clyde Av., 5/22
400 block Hope St., 5/22
1100 block N. Rengstorff Av., 5/23
1500 block N. Shoreline Blvd., 5/23
1500 block N. Shoreline Blvd., 5/24
1300 block Grant Rd., 5/24
1100 block N. Rengstorff Av., 5/25
1100 block N. Rengstorff Av., 5/26

2300 block Leghorn St., 5/23

BATTERY
500 block N. Shoreline Blvd., 5/22
200 block Castro St., 5/25

GRAND THEFT
500 block W. Middlefield Rd., 5/22
1500 block N. Shoreline Blvd., 5/22
2000 block Montecito Av., 5/22
1000 block N. Rengstorff Av., 5/24

ROBBERY
1 block W. El Camino Real, 5/27

STOLEN VEHICLE
1900 block Latham St., 5/23
800 block Alice Av., 5/25
1500 block W. Middlefield Rd., 5/27

TRESPASSING
600 block San Antonio Rd., 5/22

QCOMMUNITYBRIEF

MOSQUITO, TICK ACTIVITY RISING
Warmer temperatures in Santa Clara County may soon bug
residents, literally, county officials said.
The warming trend could result in increased mosquito and
tick activity, so residents need to be diligent in inspecting and
maintaining their properties, not to mention themselves and
their pets, according to the city’s Vector Control District.
To keep mosquitoes from reproducing and spreading West
Nile Virus, the public is urged to eliminate standing water. This
includes pet water bowls, which should be replaced frequently;
birdbaths, which should be refilled weekly; and water in potted
plant saucers.
Also, people need to be vigilant in checking for ticks if they
spend time in wilderness areas, county officials said.
To reduce the risk of mosquito bites, people should wear long
sleeves at dusk, use mosquito repellants and make sure door and
window screens are in good condition.
—Bay City News Service

QCORRECTION

Last week’s editorial endorsing John Hirokawa for Santa
Clara County Sheriff incorrectly stated that county Supervisor
Joe Simitian had endorsed Hirokawa. In fact, Simitian has not
endorsed any candidate in the race.
ONLINE

#PressOn

The Mountain View Voice (USPS 2560) is published every Friday by
Embarcadero Media, 450 Cambridge Ave, Palo Alto CA 94306 (650) 964-6300.
Periodicals Postage Paid at Palo Alto CA and additional mailing offices. The
Mountain View Voice is mailed free upon request to homes and apartments in
Mountain View. Subscription rate of $60 per year. POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to Mountain View Voice, 450 Cambridge Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94306.
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Tensions flare over
shrinking Foothill budget
DESPITE ECONOMIC RECOVERY, COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT FACES GROWING SHORTFALL
By Kevin Forestieri

T
JAMES TENSUAN

BUSY AS BEES
Beekeeper Aiden Wing demonstrates how he harvests honey during the Homesteader’s Faire at
Hidden Villa in Los Altos on Saturday, May 26. The first-time event brought together people to share
skills ranging from spinning wool to growing and fermenting food, and offered live music and handson demonstrations. It’s meant to serve as a kick-off for Hidden Villa’s Food for Thought initiative
highlighting ethical, organic farming, with farm workshops planned over the summer and a culminating
event in September called Food Worth Celebrating.

Fourth candidate makes council
race competitive
By Mark Noack

T

he race is
on: Ellen
Kamei, a
member of the
city’s Environmental Planning Commission, announced
Ellen Kamei
last Thursday
that she will run
for a City Council seat. She is now
the fourth person seeking to be
elected this November.
Kamei, 34, points to her

extensive involvement in local
politics to prove her ability to
get things done. Mountain View
continues to face mounting challenges surrounding housing and
transportation, and Kamei said
she is best equipped to take on
the job.
“I’m running to create and maintain opportunities for all residents
to thrive,” she said when asked to
summarize her campaign.
Kamei is a third-generation
Mountain View resident, and her
grandparents previously ran the
Kamei flower nursery in what

is now the city’s Waverly Park
neighborhood. She has made a
career out of public service, earning a master’s degree in public
administration from the University of Pennsylvania, and serving
as a policy aide to Santa Clara
County Supervisor Joe Simitian,
and as a staffer for Reps. Zoe Lofgren and Anna Eshoo. Since last
year, she has worked as district
director for state Assemblyman
Marc Berman, who represents
Mountain View.
See KAMEI, page 6

Accused Voice hacker allegedly
intended economic damage
By Sue Dremann

T

he sophisticated Sept. 17,
2015 hack of the Mountain
View Voice website and
parent company Embarcadero
Media appeared designed to
inflict significant financial damage on the news group, according to opening-day testimony
in federal court in San Jose on
Tuesday, May 29, by the company’s Information Technology
Director Frank Bravo.

Bravo described the havoc
the hacking attack wreaked on
the news organization and
its online websites, including a late-night
sweep of the
company’s Palo
Alto headquarters by police
Ross Colby
officers.
Accused hacker Ross M. Colby,
35, of San Francisco, allegedly

took down the online news sites
of the Mountain View Voice,
Palo Alto Online, Almanac
Online, PleasantonWeekly.com
and DanvilleSanRamon.com.
He is charged with felony intentional damage to a protected
computer and felony attempted
damage to a protected computer.
He is also charged with three
misdemeanor counts of intentionally accessing a protected
See HACKER, page 6

he Foothill-De Anza
Community College District has been grappling
with a shrinking budget at risk
of getting a whole lot smaller
starting next month, something
that’s causing tension between
district officials and union reps
over even a modest pay increase.
Last month, members of the
district’s Faculty Association —
which includes more than 1,000
employees ranging from teachers and counselors to librarians
and instructional coaches —
announced it was at an impasse
with district officials over salary
negotiations, claiming that the
district was unwilling to budge
on even a one-time pay increase
of 1.56 percent.
The association has since
moved forward with a form of
protest called “work to contract,” whereby faculty cease
any work done for the district
outside of its contractual obligations. For teachers that means
fewer office hours, no communication with students during
off-hours and no club advising
until negotiations are resolved.
Foothill-De Anza officials
contend that the district can’t
afford to make any salary
increases until they knows precisely how much funding it will
hemorrhage over the 2018-19
school year, which is determined
by a funding formula still under
intense debate and undergoing
multiple revisions at the state
level.
Foothill-De Anza is among
the most well-regarded community college districts in the
region, serving tens of thousands of students each year. The
costs of its inexpensive classes
are largely offset by state funding. But it’s also one of the poorest, receiving significantly less
per student than comparable
community college districts in
Santa Clara County. Couple that
with declining enrollment and
uncertainty over the upcoming
2018-19 state budget, and the
district could be setting itself
up for a $17.6 million budget
shortfall next year.
Both Faculty Association representatives and district officials

agree that the troubling budget
projections and hazy financial
future are worrisome, and that
staff layoffs are on the horizon
starting in July 2019. But the
union hasn’t backed down on its
stance, demanding a 1.56 percent
salary increase this year, even if
it’s just a one-time pay bump that
vanishes next year, according to
Kathy Perino, chief negotiator
for the Faculty Association.
“For negotiations, it seems
that the budget issue has limited our district’s willingness
to be flexible at all,” Perino said
shortly after a fruitless May 16
negotiation meeting.
The association’s salary schedule spells out monthly pay for
faculty ranging from $5,706 to
$10,594, depending on education
level and tenure. But the vast
majority of the staff only receive
10 months of that pay, meaning
many employees are settling
for pay significantly below the
median income in the area and
are in a tight financial bind.
Data provided by the association
shows that since the 2008-09
school year, the Faculty Association had five straight years of no
pay raises, followed by modest
increases ranging from a low of
0.6 percent in 2016-17 to a high
of 3 percent in 2015-16.
With the cost of living as high
as it is, Perino said many of the
newer staff members for the
district are struggling, living
in areas like Gilroy and Livermore and driving multi-hour
mega-commutes from places
like Modesto. It’s also made
it increasingly tough for the
district to attract talent with
salaries that don’t offset the cost
of living at all.
“When you get the top people
and they have an offer from us
or a college in Sacramento or an
offer from somewhere that’s a
decent place to live and not next
to Google, they take that job,”
she said.
A budget in limbo
District officials have been
unwilling to back down on
their position, which is to hold
off on any salary changes until
the instability of the upcoming
See FOOTHILL, page 12
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Continued from page 5

More than any other role,
Kamei points to her six years
on the city’s Environmental
Planning Commission. In that
position, she was tasked with
reviewing countless plans for
new buildings, roadways and
neighborhood plans. It gave her
a knack for understanding the
concerns of residents as well as
private developers seeking to
build in Mountain View.
Her priorities for leadership
are to address the areas being
left behind. In particular, she
wants to help the so-called “missing middle,” the median-income
households who are too well-off
to qualify for public assistance,

HACKER

Continued from page 5

computer without authorization and obtaining information
between July and Sept. 17, 2015.
Bravo said he was sleeping at
about 11 p.m. on Sept. 17 when
Embarcadero Media Publisher and CEO William Johnson
called to alert him to the attack.
The website had been replaced
by an image of Guy Fawkes,
a masked icon of the hacker
group Anonymous, and the
message: “Greetings, this site
has been hacked. Embarcadero
Media Group (Alamanac) (sic)
has failed to remove content
that has been harmful to the
wellbeing and safety of others.
Failure to honor all requests
to remove content will lead to
the permanent shutdown of all
Embarcadero Media websites.”
Each of the five websites’ URLs

but too poor to buy a home. Building more ownership housing
should be a goal as the city revises
its housing element, she said.
Stronger incentives for building
inclusionary housing and easier
approvals for smaller development
should also be considered, she
said. From housing, she quickly
segues to transportation, emphasizing that city growth must be
balanced by traffic mitigation.
Kamei is less enthusiastic about
rent control, arguably the most
polarizing issue in Mountain
View. She doesn’t count herself
as a supporter of the city’s current rent control policies, but she
avoids any full-throated criticism
of the program. Voters made up
their minds when they passed
rent control in 2016, she said;

however, it is only fair for opponents to seek their own initiative
in the 2018 race, she said.
“Rent control is not a permanent solution for housing,” she
said. “I’d prefer to brainstorm
what else we can do.”
As a top concern, Kamei points
to the spread of people living out
of RVs, and the need to tailor
more local services to help them.
In concept, she supports having
some restrictions on people parking their vehicles near parks and
schools, but admits that she needs
to learn more about the issue.
Three City Council seats are
up for election this November,
and are currently occupied by
Mayor Lenny Siegel, Pat Showalter and Ken Rosenberg. Siegel
and Showalter have announced

they intend to run for re-election
while Rosenberg says he will not
seek a second term.
Kamei’s colleague on the
city’s Environmental Planning
Commission, Lucas Ramirez,
announced in February
he would seek a council seat
and has received Rosenberg’s
endorsement.
Kamei ran for City Council
in 2014, a crowded race with
nine candidates. Her platform
was focused on quality-of-life
issues and ensuring the city’s
growth didn’t come at a sacrifice
to its residents. When it came
to future growth in North Bayshore, Kamei said that it was a
poor location for housing that
would cause a “traffic nightmare” on nearby roads.

Her views have evolved on that
plan, as have the city’s vision for
how to do it. Kamei now counts
herself as a supporter of the plans
to build 9,850 homes near the
Google headquarters, saying it
makes sense now that the city
is investing the forethought for
transit, schools and other services. Last December, she voted as
a member of the Environmental
Planning Commission in support of the revised precise plan to
add housing in North Bayshore.
“What’s changed for me is now
we have a real vision that shows
it’s actually possible,” Kamei
said. “For me, it wasn’t a question
of supporting housing, it was
being thoughtful about it.”
Email Mark Noack
at mnoack@mv-voice.com

had been replaced with the
text “Unbalanced journalism for
profit at the cost of human right.
Brought to you by the Almanac.”
Bravo said that, in addition,
companywide emails were routed to a different location controlled by the hacker.
To try to contain the damage,
Bravo initially logged in to the
company’s accounts using his
personal email address. But as
the attack progressed, he also
was locked out. A phone call to
domain registrar GoDaddy.com
revealed that the domain names
for the websites had been deleted
or unregistered.
Bravo and IT employee Chris
Planessi were the only two
company staff members with
access to the web server. A third
access point was from within
the company office. At least two
servers had been changed in the
internal network, indicating that

someone might have been physically in the building.
Johnson contacted the Palo
Alto Police Department to
search of the three-story headquarters. Officers arrived, but no
one was found on the premises.
Bravo also found that all of the
logs on a router had been wiped
off. Someone had gained access
to the database, file servers and a
web server. They wiped out internal resources that enable advertising scheduling and eliminated
a gateway connection for sales
staff to gain access to web-based
advertising. Fortunately, most of
the ads had been saved in data
backups, though the backups
were several days old, he said.
Reporters and editors also did
not have access to any files.
Although the IT department was
able to get the website to be operational by mid-morning the next
day, it was not fully operational

for a couple more days, Bravo said.
As part of his investigation
into the hack, Bravo looked at
all IP addresses — a string of
numbers identifying internet
connections — to see who had
logged in that night began finding strange IP addresses. These
IP addresses, some of which
the FBI would eventually link
to Colby, accessed the email
accounts of Bravo, Planessi and
Cesar Torres (a computer system
administrator who has since left
the company) and gained access
to the web servers and other
critical IT infrastructure.
Eventually, Bravo said, they
discovered someone had gained
access to a Google document the
IT department regularly shared,
called “Things to Remember.”
The document listed usernames,
passwords and email addresses
used internally to access the company’s corporate-level IT infrastructure settings and router.
At the trial, Vicki Young,
Colby’s defense attorney, immediately objected to the admission of the Things to Remember
document as evidence. Bravo
said he gave a screenshot of the
redacted Things to Remember
document to the FBI.
But Young protested that she
wasn’t told that the document,was
redacted — even though there
were dashes in the spaces where
one would expect to find password letters and numbers and
email addresses.
Young maintained the dashed
document was confusing and
didn’t allow her to adequately
review its contents.
U.S. Prosecutor Joseph Springsteen said that it is obvious that
the information was redacted on
the face of it and that the actual
passwords and email addresses
don’t change the substance of the
evidence.
Young also repeatedly objected
to admitting screenshot evidence such as the IP addresses
Colby allegedly used because
the screenshots were not time

stamped. Judge Lucy Koh overruled Young on that issue, however, because Bravo testified he
had generated the screenshots.
But Koh did allow Young time
to submit an argument regarding the Things to Remember
document at another hearing.
During opening statements,
Prosecutor Susan Knight said the
government would show a trail
of IP addresses linked to Colby
were used to access Embarcadero
Media’s accounts and data, including the accounts of the three IT
employees more than 200 times.
“This is a case about destruction,” she said.
Young made clear during
her opening statement that she
would attempt to cast doubt on
the government’s evidence.
“We submit that no one is
disputing something occurred”
regarding Embarcadero Media’s
websites, she said. But while the
government argues it has made
connections between Colby and
accessing Embarcadero Media
employees’ email accounts in
late July and early August 2015,
“they don’t tell you what that
means in September” when the
actual breach occurred. The government has to prove that Ross
Colby was responsible for hacking into the GoDaddy account in
September, she said.
Young appeared to be focusing on the two felony charges.
During evidentiary hearings she
had tried to remove Publisher
Johnson from the witness list,
according to court documents,
but the judge ruled his testimony
is relevant.
Johnson is set to testify about
the financial harm the hacking
attack caused to Embarcadero Media. Under Judge Koh’s
instruction, as part of the first
count of intentional damage to
a protected computer, the jury
must find that the offense caused
a loss of $5,000 or more in a year.
The trial was set resume on
Thursday morning with additional testimony by Bravo.
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Atrial fibrillation is
the most common heart
rhythm problem, affecting
over 2 million Americans.

Without detection and treatment, atrial
fibrillation can affect quality of life and
cause stroke and heart failure.
Stanford Medicine experts are leading the way in
treating atrial fibrillation, whether through medication or
groundbreaking therapies like the minimally invasive Cox
Maze procedure. Join us for a free community talk to learn
more about atrial fibrillation’s signs, symptoms, and all
of the latest advances in treatment.
SPEAKERS

Paul J. Wang, MD

Anson M. Lee, MD

Director, Stanford Arrhythmia Service
Co-Director, Stanford Center
for Arrhythmia Research
Professor of Medicine (Cardiovascular
Medicine) and Bioengineering
(by courtesy), Stanford University

Assistant Professor of Cardiothoracic
Surgery (Adult Cardiac Surgery),
Stanford University School of Medicine

Saturday, June 2
9:30am – 11:30am
Crowne Plaza Palo Alto
Mediterranean Ballroom
4290 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306
RESERVE YOUR SEAT
This event is free and open to the
public, though seating is limited.
If you plan to attend, please register
at stanfordhealthcare.org/events
or by calling 650.736.6555.
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New principal selected for future
Whisman school
MICHAEL JONES WILL SERVE AS INTERIM PRINCIPAL AT STEVENSON ELEMENTARY
By Kevin Forestieri

M

ountain View Whisman School District officials have
announced that Michael Jones,
a former administrator in North
Carolina and more recently the
United Arab Emirates, will be
leading the still unnamed, still
unbuilt school on North Whisman Road.
Jones, who
officially
joined the district’s leadership team
this month,
is expected to
play multiple
roles before Michael Jones
leading the
new school at the old Slater
site when it opens in fall 2019.
He began as interim principal
of Stevenson Elementary this
week, where he will remain
through Aug. 13, and will
also be responsible for overseeing the district’s Independent Study Program and “other
projects” until the new school
opens, according to a district
statement.
Jones is the latest addition in

a string of administrative hires
for the school district, following
a major reshuffling including
the removal of four principals.
He will be the second principal
with a background in North
Carolina schools.
Jones kicked off his teaching
career in the 1990s as an elementary school teacher in Virginia, moving up the ranks to
assistant principal and principal
at schools in both Virginia and
North Carolina. His tenure at
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
coincided with that of Mountain View Whisman Superintendent Ayinde Rudolph, who
worked as a principal for the
district through 2012. One of
the schools where Jones worked
as principal, Hopewell High
School, had similar demographics to those forecast for the new
Whisman school, according to
district spokeswoman Shelly
Hausman.
Jones said he spent years
helping students with career
exploration, mentoring and
leadership and professional
development, founding a nonprofit called the Shakers and
Movers Education Foundation
(SAME). There, he worked

with the Young Black Leadership Alliance to help more than
1,000 students.
More recently, Jones parted
ways with U.S. schools to spend
three years as executive director
for the Abu Dhabi Education
Council (ADEC), a job that he
said included supervising eight
schools and more than two
dozen administrators in the
United Arab Emirates. He was
given a coaching role in order to
reform schools for “21st century
learning” and implementing
international standards in the
schools, he said.
Although it may sound like a
difficult adjustment overseeing
schools across the globe, Jones
said his experience on the job,
and working with education
reformers from Australia and
the United Kingdom to South
Africa, revealed that everyone
is working toward a common
goal, regardless of the country
of origin.
“Schools and people are the
same wherever you go,” he
said. “The only difference is the
cultural context and values by
which schools are shaped.”
The new school being built
on the field of the former Slater

Elementary campus will bring
together several neighborhoods
currently split between Huff,
Theuerkauf and Landels elementary schools in the northeastern region of the city. Jones
said he’s eager to work with
the community and build a
new vision and mission for the
school rooted in “sustained
academic performance” for all
students.
“This is definitely an opportunity to create something new,
exciting and cutting-edge that
our school community shareholders might feel proud to be a
part (of),” he said.
Jones will be part of staffing
and logistics planning leading
up to the grand opening of the
new school, which began construction in April.
Along with Jones, district
officials announced in April
that they hired three new
administrators to lead Graham
Middle School and Mistral and

Theuerkauf elementary schools.
Michael Hermosillo, a director at the Alameda County
Office of Education overseeing the county’s juvenile court
schools, was selected to be be
the new principal of Graham.
Swati Dagar, the principal of
the tech-centric Paradise Valley Engineering Academy in
Morgan Hill, was selected to
lead Theuerkauf. Tabitha Miller, a dual immersion teacher
and administrator from North
Carolina, was tapped to lead
Mistral Elementary.
Shortly after the school board
agreed to remove four principals from their posts in March,
the district announced that
Graham assistant principal Heidi Galassi would be the new
principal at Landels. Hermosillo, Dagar, Miller and Galassi all
begin their new roles effective
July 1.
Email Kevin Forestieri
at kforestieri@mv-voice.com
V

$110k raised in MVLA bond election
By Kevin Forestieri

P

roponents seeking to pass
a $295 million school
facilities bond on Tuesday, June 5, pulled in at least
$110,000 in campaign funds
in the days leading up to the
primary election, with the bulk
of the financial support coming from regional construction
companies, engineering firms
and developers, according to
campaign finance documents.
The Mountain View-Los Altos
High School District is seeking
to pass the Measure E bond
measure, which would provide
funding for new classrooms and
major upgrades for aging facilities and undersized cafeterias,
libraries and school offices. A
bulk of the funds are earmarked
for projects at the Mountain
View and Los Altos high school
campuses. The measure needs
55 percent of the vote to pass.
The campaign, called Citizens for Excellent Local High
Schools, received a total of
$88,504 in campaign contributions through May 19, followed
by several large contributions

through May 26 that brought
the total to a little over $110,500.
Big contributions came from
the developer Prometheus
Real Estate Group, which
gave $10,000 to the campaign,
as well as Palo Alto-based
developer George M. Marcus
and affiliates, who pitched in
$5,000. The campaign also
received a helping hand from
the district’s foundation, with
a $5,000 contribution from the
Mountain View-Los Altos High
School Foundation.
Engineering and construction companies made up the
bulk of the rest of the contributions spanning from late
April through May 26. The
campaign received hearty support from regional engineering company ZFA Structural
Engineers ($6,000), San Rafaelbased electrical engineering
firm O’Mahony and Myer Inc.
($2,500) and Mountain View
fire safety and engineering company Statcomm Inc. ($2,500).
Redwood City-based Beals
Martin Inc. gave the campaign two contributions totaling $1,500 through May 21,

while Eureka-based flooring
company contributed $1,500.
To date, the campaign has
spent just shy of $57,000 of the
campaign funds, most of which
was spent on campaign consultant fees, printing and postage
costs as well as lawn signs.
Campaign members are
encouraging voters to support
the bond on Tuesday’s ballot,
calling it an integral strategy
for reducing overcrowding and
building enough space for big
increases in enrollment. Projections show that rapid development in the region means the
district can expect hundreds of
additional students in the nearterm and needs new classrooms
in order to make enough room.
No opposition group filed a
campaign committee to oppose
the measure. Regional libertarian and taxpayer advocacy
groups wrote arguments
against the measure earlier this
year, calling Measure E an irresponsible use of taxpayer dollars that will cost significantly
more in the long run.
Email Kevin Forestieri
at kforestieri@mv-voice.com

Congratulations to the Mountain
View High School Spartans for
winning second place and the Alta
Vista High School Science Team
for participating in the ﬁrst annual
Bike to the Future e-bike building
competition!
More info: SVCleanEnergy.org/biketothefuture
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2018-19 state budget finally
settles. Vice Chancellor Kevin
McElroy told the Voice that it’s
extremely unusual to see so
much still up in the air for community college funding this late
into the fiscal year, and that he
has never seen so much uncertainty throughout his 34 years in
the field.
“We very honestly, as a system,
community college districts up
and down the state, are in complete ambiguity in terms of what
(the budget) is going to look like,”
he said.
If the state’s so-called apportionment funding for the 2018-19
year doesn’t change from last year,
McElroy said the district could be
facing a budget shortfall of $17.6
million, which would eat into
reserve funds and require significant cuts including layoffs starting in 2019. But if the governor’s
proposal to freeze apportionment
funding at 2017-18 levels and give
community college districts a
2.71 percent bump in one-time
funding goes through, that could
represent a massive swing of $11
million toward putting the district back in the black.
“The enacted version of the
budget tends to stay very close to
what the May revise proposes,” he

12

said. “There might be some minor
edits or adjustments to particular
items, but not a complete overhaul
or a complete rejection of the concept, which is what happened this
time around.”
With so much at stake, McElroy said it’s unfortunate that the
Legislature and the governor are
still at odds with one another
on community college funding
so late in the game, and that it
would be irresponsible to commit to salary increases for its staff
with so much money hanging in
the balance.
These standoffs at the state
Capitol are particularly challenging for Foothill-De Anza,
which has a budget that revolves
around how many students it
serves. Unlike the neighboring
San Mateo County Community
College District and West ValleyMission Community College
District, which are fully funded
through property tax revenue,
Foothill-De Anza still relies on
full-time equivalent students
(FTES) for state funding. As the
district’s enrollment declines —
which it has been doing at an
accelerated rate — the apportionment funding shrinks as well,
leaving the district with fewer
dollars each year.
Being strapped for cash at a
time when property tax revenue
is going up between 6 and 7

Q Mountain View Voice Q MountainViewOnline.com Q June 1, 2018

percent each year is an unusual
situation entirely fueled by the
district’s size, McElroy said.
Recent losses in enrollment notwithstanding, he said the district
still serves an extraordinary
number of students compared
to San Mateo, West Valley and
San Jose Evergreen community
college districts, meaning there
fewer dollars to go around. McElroy estimates that the district
gets about $5,150 per full-time
student per year, whereas comparable districts in the area get
closer to $7,500 or $8,500.
Past funding, future
concerns
The decision by union members to “work to contract” and
pare back non-essential work
came after the Faculty Association, acknowledging the budget insanity at the state level,
approached the district with
what representatives felt was a
solid compromise.
Given the worries over future
budgets, Perino said that the
association was willing to compromise and settle for a 1.56
percent raise as a one-time pay
bump — rather than scaling up
the salary schedule in the contract — which would assuage
future fears and cost the district
an estimated $1.2 million. She
said she entered negotiations

in mid-May with high hopes,
thinking the conversation would
center around the size of the onetime raise, rather than whether it
would happen at all.
Leaving the meeting with no
resolution meant the threats of
work to contract got an early
start, and students began receiving automated emails during offhours from teachers notifying
them of the Faculty Association’s
stance and encouraging them
to reach out to the chancellor’s
office before the spring quarter
ends on June 29. The union
hasn’t used work to contract
for more than a decade, during
a similar standoff in 2005, but
later calling it off. Perino said she
suspects a lot of staff don’t even
know what the decision entails.
Faculty Association President Tim Shively said he would
describe the move less as a protest and more like a “withdrawal,” showing how much uncompensated work faculty employees
do each year. He said the move
hopefully pressures the district
to put an offer on the table, particularly when teachers ditch the
practice of giving students add
codes for classes during the first
weeks of the fall quarter.
“When people find out we
aren’t going to add students
beyond the cap of the classes,
I think that they will begin to

realize how extensive our contribution is,” he said.
One of the central arguments
by the Faculty Association is that
the 1.56 percent raise is commensurate with a so-called Cost
of Living Adjustment (COLA)
provided by the state to FoothillDe Anza for the 2017-18 year.
That money was provided for
operations that end in June this
year, and union reps argue that
money is intended to be passed
through to its employees rather
than withheld over concerns
about the future financial picture. Shively contends that the
district office acknowledges that
COLA money is typically passed
onto its employees, but that the
Faculty Association has had to
fight for it every time.
McElroy said the increasing
costs of salaries and benefits for the
2017-18 year, including automatic
raises built into the salary schedule
as well as rising retirement costs,
more than offset the COLA money. He argues there’s no obligation
saying that state budget adjustments should be passed through
to employee salaries.
“I’m not aware of any documentation, legality or education
code that says COLA received
from the state is required, or
even should be, passed through
See FOOTHILL, page 16

FREE MEN’S HEALTH FAIR • SATURDAY, JUNE 16, 10 A.M. TO 1 P.M.

WHAT’S NEW IN MEN’S HEALTH
DO SOMETHING GOOD FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR LOVED ONES:
Check out our informative health fair dedicated to men’s health and wellness.
• Consult with physicians across a range of specialties:
-

Bariatric Surgery
Cardiac Electrophysiology
Cardiology
Chiropractic Care
Dentist/Sleep Oral Appliance
Ear, Nose & Throat
Gastroenterology
Kidney Stone Treatment
Oncology
Ophthalmology

-

Orthopedics
Podiatry
Primary Care
Prostate Cancer
Radiation Oncology
Sleep Medicine
Spine
Urology
Vascular

EVENT LOCATION:
El Camino Hospital Los Gatos
815 Pollard Road, Los Gatos

REGISTER NOW
Call 800-216-5556 or visit
www.elcaminohospital.org/MHFMV
to pre-register, attend and be entered
to win an Amazon Echo.

• Learn about the latest medical technology and innovation
• Attend informative health lectures presented by our board-certified physicians
- 10-10:30 a.m. BPH Diagnosis: New Treatment Options
presented by Dr. Edward Karpman
- 12:30-1 p.m. Diagnosis & Treatment for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
presented by Dr. Anahid Hekmat
Sleep Medicine and Surgical Options for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
presented by Dr. Philip Ho
• Enjoy a delicious barbeque lunch and live music
800-216-5556

www.elcaminohospital.org
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to open its doors for a mix of
children with and without disabilities this September.
The impetus for creating the
private school, called Up Academy, is that public schools are
often strapped for time, staffing
and resources to support students
with disabilities, and have no
legal obligation to tailor coursework to ensure special needs students perform to the best of their
abilities. This often results in a
lowering of standards and goals
that Sheckley called the “expectations gap,” in spite of how well
public schools make adjustments
for inclusivity and warmly accept
children with disabilities.
“I had a little girl who was in
the top half of her class, reading
well and doing three-digit math
in first grade,” she said. “Because
of her disabilities, we didn’t have
those high expectations. I believe
there is a huge expectations gap.”
Sheckley admits that she and
her family probably fared better
than others, describing how Eliza
thrived in inclusive classrooms
that had a healthy emphasis on
differentiated instruction. Stevenson Elementary is a parent
participation program, which
made her dedicated classroom
aide less obvious because there
were so many parents around.
Eliza was quick to make friends
with students without disabilities,
which Sheckley said inspired her to
create an inclusive school for kids
with and without disabilities. She
recalled one mother who thought
having a student with a motor
impairment might hold back the
class, only to realize that Eliza was
just as smart and capable.
“She thought maybe her daughter was just patronizing (Eliza),
and she realized that they actually were friends — they had the
same interests and liked the same
things and got along,” she said.
The vision for Up Academy
isn’t designed just to help students with physical disabilities. Anne Marie Roberts, a
board member for Up Academy,
described how the program is
project-based, with a big emphasis on social and emotional
learning, empathy, and a lot of
movement and physical activities
— all a great benefit for students
with and without disabilities.
Borrowing from experimental
schools like Khan Lab Schools,
board members are also seeking
cross-grade collaboration.
“It will incorporate things that
are essential for leadership and
success in all walks of life really,”
Roberts said. “I don’t think anything currently exists like this.”
Sheckley said the ideal balance
is to have 30 percent of students
with disabilities and 70 percent of so-called “neurotypical”
14

COURTESY OF TANYA SHECKLEY

Tanya Sheckley poses in 2015 with her daughter Eliza, who excelled
in school despite being born with cerebral palsy that left her unable to
talk or walk.

students. There’s nothing magical
about the ratio, she said, but it
ensures a healthy balance so students from neither of the groups
feel isolated. Students will all
need to be able to do age-appropriate classwork, and can’t have
disabilities so medically complex
that support for feeding and
breathing is needed, for instance.
Early plans call for enrolling up to
50 students, starting with kindergarten through second grade.
Eliza’s legacy
The idea of creating an inclusive private school catalyzed
sometime in mid-2015, when
Sheckley began rallying support
to turn her model for a school
into a reality. She incorporated
her own nonprofit in December
that year, laying the groundwork
for Eliza and students like her to
have an education with seamless
access to therapeutic support and
academic standards that would
be truly challenging.
But the plan came to a halt
when Eliza unexpectedly died in
her sleep in March 2016, at age 6.
Sheckley recalls that, for about a
year, she put Up Academy plans
on ice and considered dropping
them altogether. Paperwork,
business plans and managing
the nonprofit went from timeintensive but relatively smooth to
nearly impossible.
“I couldn’t concentrate,”
Sheckley said. “I couldn’t work.
My entire neurology changed.
Things that used to be easy
for me to remember — I just
couldn’t keep track of.”
After spending the hiatus soulsearching, Sheckley decided to
open the school anyway, even
though her daughter would no
longer be among the attendees.
“I was inspired by Eliza about
an inclusion school,” she said.
“There are too many other kids
out there like her, too many stories similar to ours.”
Although the school has yet
to open, Up Academy’s website
is already full of information
on the priorities and the vision
for the small, future campus.
Perhaps the most illuminating
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information about the school,
however, lies within a series of
blog posts written by Sheckley
dating back to October 2016.
In the posts, Sheckley writes
about varying events, personal
thoughts and realizations that have
little to do with one another on the
face of it — a Turkey Trot event
for Thanksgiving and selling Girl
Scout cookies outside of a military
base. But the disparate posts all
have a sort of synchronicity, bending back toward her dream of creating an inclusive environment for
kids who are different. The posts
paint a clear rationale for why she
resolves to open Up Academy.
Some of the blog posts are
raw with emotion, particularly
the first post in October 2016,
seven months after Eliza died. Still
grieving, Sheckley wrote about
how Eliza fundamentally changed
who she was and taught her so
much, vowing to honor her legacy
by helping those living with cerebral palsy. Eleven days later, she
wrote about the early days of trying to advocate for her child as an
incoming kindergarten student,
and the “shock and disappointment” she felt when she realized
disability laws in the United States
are based on providing a “floor”
for special needs students and
accessibility, rather than helping
kids achieve to the best of their
ability. In terse language at the end
of her post, Sheckley reaffirmed
what she set out to do.
“It shouldn’t be this way,”
Sheckley wrote. “There should be
a better way. I started to design a
new kind of school.”
Several families at Stevenson
told the Voice that Eliza never
held back her fellow students —
on the contrary, she created a
classroom environment where
kids pulled out their problemsolving skills to learn how to best
communicate with someone who
they genuinely felt was an equal.
Julie Garst, a Stevenson parent at the time, recalled how
her fourth-grade daughter volunteered to be Eliza’s reading
buddy, in order to get to know
Eliza better. Her classmates used
strategies like holding up two

hands and having Eliza pick one
as a means for choosing from
two options, and during group
projects Garst said she was 100
percent engaged.
“At first I was so worried about
her going to school and making
friends, but she ended up being
the life of the party,” she said.
When Eliza died, Garst recalled
how Sheckley and Eliza’s teacher
were quick to contact families to
let them know what happened. She
said school staff were candid about
how it was okay to be upset and
encouraged students to openly talk
about what Eliza meant to them.
“She was their friend, and she
was important both in the classroom and in their lives,” Garst
said.
An unmet need
Sheckley, like many parents
who have children with disabilities, searched for ways to help her
child live the most normal life.
She sought help from physical,
occupational, speech and language therapists, found a clinic
in Austria to get Eliza off of her
gastronomy tube, traveled to Los
Angeles for three-week intensive
therapy using what’s called a
“NeuroSuit” to improve mobility,
and spent four months traveling
to and from San Rafael to work
with a team of therapists before
Eliza started kindergarten.
She talked to experts about
medication, surgeries, deep brain
stimulation, nanoparticle development and brain plasticity, and read
up on childhood brain growth
and development — all with a sort
of dizzying optimism that Eliza
could be capable of so much more
if she got the right kind of help.
The herculean effort made it an
even more stark disappointment,
then, when she realized that her
local school district would do
little to support Eliza with all the
progress she had made up until
that point. Sheckley said learning how to sit independently and
walk with a support were not
deemed academically necessary,
and aides were not trained in how
to continue working on mobility.
Sheckley said school districts
provide therapists for students
with disabilities, but there’s no
guarantee that support staff will
have expertise in the right field of
pediatric therapy. And if parents
choose an inclusive classroom
setting for their child, they often
have to contend with scheduling
conflicts as kids are pulled from
class based on the therapist’s
schedule, leaving them to play
catch-up with coursework.
The jarring conflicts between
therapy and school meant Eliza
spent hours at physical therapy
before and after school, which ate
up a huge portion of most of her
waking hours.
“Suddenly, she was engaged
from seven in the morning to six

o’clock at night, and none of that
was carved out for her to actually
have fun,” Sheckley said. “If you
can get those things during the
school day, it frees up lots of time
to be a kid.”
The struggles Sheckley and Eliza faced in public schools aren’t
unique. Portola Valley resident
Mike Rayfield told the Voice that
his 20-year-old daughter, who
has cerebral palsy, faced plenty
of similar challenges attending
schools on the Peninsula. Like
Eliza, Rayfield said his daughter
is medically quadriplegic, moving by way of a power wheelchair,
but extremely smart and engaging. Fighting to keep academic
standards high for his child was
an ongoing battle.
Rayfield said his daughter
attended small public schools in
Portola Valley through eighth
grade and had the advantage of
supportive teachers and school
administrators that were willing
to be advocates on their family’s
behalf. Such advocacy is essential
in public schools, he said, but
shouldn’t be necessary or so difficult to obtain.
Moving on to a large public high
school, on the other hand, didn’t
afford the same advantages, and
Rayfield said he was uneasy
putting his child in special day
classes devoted to children with
disabilities who are isolated from
mainstream students. He felt that
academic rigor tends to fall to the
wayside in these classes, and the
staff is clearly overtaxed trying
to manage a staggering range of
disabilities.
During Individualized Education Plan (IEP) meetings, Rayfield recalled the pressure by educators to ratchet down standards
to make the goals more easy to
meet — something he detested
but understood.
“I think there’s a combination
where you will meet parents of
disabled children who are at
a level of exhaustion you have
never seen, and teachers say, ‘I
need to give these guys a break
and show them progress,’” he
said. “It’s the wrong answer, but
I think it happens sometimes.”
Rayfield also contends that the
Bay Area is problematic, given that
the standards are so ridiculously
high. Pack those expectations on
top of hours of therapy and it’s a
recipe for putting kids behind.
“I honestly believe that, if you
had to oversimplify, the education system in California and
especially in more affluent areas is
broken to the point where you are
working your kids to death,” he
said. “There is no time for physical therapy, no time for occupational therapy, and if you can’t do
it, they say you’re a failure.”
Although his child is too old
to benefit from something like
See UP ACADEMY, page 15
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Up Academy, Rayfield said that
Sheckley is heading in the right
direction by supporting inclusive
classrooms and exposing kids
with and without disabilities to
one another, improving empathy
and getting an unsheltered view
of what the real world is like.
Families with super high academic standards may shy away
from the idea, Rayfield said.
“It absolutely will, and I don’t
want them in my school,” he
said. “I want kids who are emotionally aware, great citizens,
will be equally successful. In the
Bay Area we sometimes forget to
show kids the real world.”
Jana Weaver, the parent of a
child with cerebral palsy, ran into
the expectations gap at a school
in Cupertino. She said her son,
Jack, made strides in speech and
language development ahead
of kindergarten at The Bridge
School — famous for its Bridge
School Benefit Concerts — but
had an uphill battle in elementary
school due largely to a neurological condition called Cortical
Visual Impairment (CVI). He
can see just fine, Weaver said, but
the visual message gets scrambled
in his brain and makes it hard for
him to interpret what he’s looking
at — a little like looking at the
world through a kaleidoscope.
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currently hovers at 4.1 percent —
has rarely dipped below 3 percent
for any year on record, according to city officials. Vacancy
data going back about 20 years
from the real estate tracking
firm CoStar shows a brief period
around 2000-01 when about
2 percent of Mountain View
apartments were unoccupied.
City Associate Planner Anky
van Deursen told the Voice that
vacancy data is unreliable and
inconsistent until around 2006,
and she advised against looking
for trends in prior years.
While signature gatherers can
point to various proposed tweaks
to the city’s rent control program,
the measure’s real impact would
be to suspend renter protections
indefinitely, said Steve Chandler,
a spokesman for the Tenants
Coalition.
“Most of the measure is just
window dressing and a big distraction because this whole effort
is really about eliminating rent
control,” Chandler said. “Our
vacancy rate is always above 3
percent; that’s where it hovers all
the time.”
Measure V Too Costly, a political group promoting the ballot
measure, declined to answer questions about the proposed measure

Starting a nonprofit and getting the new private school off
the ground is a tall order, especially in a hot real estate market
with challenging city planning
requirements. Sheckley said she
has been seeking grants and support from foundations, but the
biggest snag has been finding a
place to lease, leading her on a
lengthy search spanning from
San Francisco to South San Jose.
“Location has been without
a doubt the most difficult part
of this process,” she said. “With
tightness of real estate and costs
in general, combined with zoning
restrictions for a private school, it
had been the biggest challenge.”
Before signing a lease for a
property on Moffett Boulevard
in Mountain View, Sheckley had
been considering a property in
Palo Alto and later tried for a subleasing agreement in Menlo Park,
but neither panned out. At one
point she was considering using

space provided by a synagogue,
but they were in the process of
renovating over the course of the
next two years. Even after the dust
settled, she said it only would have
been a temporary deal.
Mountain View comes with its
own set of challenges — the city is
not known for lax zoning — but
she said she was pleasantly surprised to find a suitable location
and a permitting application that
was amenable to a private school.
“I live in Mountain View, this is
the community I know,” she said.
“I would love to open here and
be a part of the Mountain View
community — that’s always been
my preference.”
The type of school that Up
Academy will ultimately become
has evolved. Initially, Sheckley
lobbied to get a New York-based
program called iHope to open
up a school in the Bay Area, but
the partnership fell apart. She
switched to an inclusive model,
borrowing practices, programming, therapeutics and curriculum ideas from a myriad of
places like The Bridge School,
alternative private schools like
Khan Lab Schools and AltSchool,
and Summit charter schools.
She also plans to emulate the
parent-participation component
at Stevenson Elementary.
Up Academy has received financial support through a $10,000
grant from Peninsula Outreach

Programs Inc., or POPs Kids, as
well as private donations totaling
close to $300,000 to turn the idea
of a future school into a reality.
The nonprofit has also found
a big ally and supporter in the
San Jose Earthquakes, which
knew Eliza and the Sheckley
family well. Family members are
big fans who frequently attend
games, but Eliza gained a reputation when she sold an extraordinary numbers of Girl Scout
cookies, with Earthquakes team
members among the buyers. She
had achieved her ambitious goal
of selling 600 boxes, and was prepared for a victory lap in March
shortly before she died.
The team devoted a moment
of silence to the family, hosted
a celebration of life event and
dedicated a tree and plaque in her
honor in the stadium’s garden.
The Earthquakes Foundation
has partnered with Up Academy
since, hosting events and paying
for all the expenses for the nonprofit’s fundraisers, Sheckley said.
According to Up Academy
board member Roberts, enough
can’t be said about the extraordinary passion and effort that
Sheckley has poured into the
school, doing a staggering
amount of writing, research and
calls during a difficult time.
For more information on
future enrollment and ways to
donate, go to upacademysf.org.

more paid workers going doorto-door. They are reportedly
being paid $5 or more per name
they collect, but the Voice could
not verify the amount by its press
deadline Wednesday.
The pay-per-signature system
for getting measures on the ballot has long drawn criticism for
fostering deceptive tactics, and
for allowing well-heeled groups
to push forward a political agenda
without popular support. Over
the last decade, several proposed
state bills have called for restricting the practice, such as forcing
signature gatherers to disclose if
they are being paid.
It is already illegal under California elections and government
code to intentionally mislead a
voter as to the intent of a signaturegathering operation, but proving
this crime is a difficult matter. In
April, San Mateo County prosecutors arrested two signature
gatherers working to overturn
rent control in Pacifica. Investigators had received complaints
that the workers were lying to get
people to sign their names, but
they couldn’t prove this beyond a
reasonable doubt in order to file
criminal charges. Both workers
were instead charged with forging
about 100 signatures.
In Mountain View, tenant
advocates have been trying to
keep pressure on the signature

gatherers by sending out their own
members to follow them as they
solicit citizens. In some cases, tenant advocates have been publicly
challenging the claims being made
for what the measure would do.
This has led to multiple squabbles, sometimes requiring law
enforcement to get involved. Over
the last two months, Mountain
View police officials say they have
been called out for as many as five
incidents involving arguments
over signature gathering.
Tenant advocates are also running a counter-operation against
the petition campaign. In recent
days, tenant campaigners have
been knocking on doors to
encourage people who signing the
petition to file a letter with the city
rescinding their support. So far,
23 requests to remove signatures
have been filed, according to the
City Clerk’s office.
Over the weekend, Leticia Jones,
a Tenants Coalition volunteer,
said she canvassed a mobile home
park and found nearly every resident, many of them seniors living
on fixed incomes, had signed the
petition. Days earlier, a signature
gatherer had come through the
neighborhood, telling residents
he wasn’t working for the “landlord petition,” and was collecting
signatures to save rent control and
bring it to mobile homes.
It was hard to explain to them

that they had been deceived, Jones
said.
“Initially, there was a lot of confusion — they didn’t understand
the difference between what we
were offering and what they had
signed,” she said. “Almost every
person we talked with thought
this measure was helping rent
control, they were under the
impression it was phase two for
Measure V.”
Mobile homes are not currently
covered under Mountain View’s
rent control law. Earlier this
spring, the city’s Rental Housing
Commission, in a split vote, went
against its legal counsel’s advice
to include tenants at mobile home
parks from being included.
The landlord-backed campaign
to amend the city’s rent control
law will need to submit a petition
with 5,156 valid signatures in
order to be placed on the November ballot. The Santa County
Registrar of Voters recommends
initiative petitions be submitted by June 5 to provide about a
month for their office to verify a
subset of the signatures.
If these signatures are verified
in time, the Mountain View City
Council would be obligated to
place the initiative on the
November ballot at their July 24
meeting.
Email Mark Noack
at mnoack@mv-voice.com

When Jack finished kindergarten, Weaver said they got the
bad news that he had made zero
progress in recognizing letters
and reading. After asking about
how the lessons were presented to
students, she found that Jack had
repeatedly been given the impossible task of differentiating letters
that were not presented in a way
he could work with.
Weaver’s tech-savvy husband
created an app over the summer
that could blow up the letters
and color coded them in a way
that could be parsed by someone
with DVI. Letters like B and D
look very similar, Weaver said,
but Jack could figure out the difference if the B’s are orange and
the D’s are blue. Within the first
few months of first grade, he was
able to read Dr. Seuss books.
Problems continued from there,
however. Weaver recalled how her
child struggled on third-grade
math tests, attributing the problems to teachers not doing enough
to adapt the test, use color coding
and blow up image sizes. Even
more challenging is the constant
churn of personnel changes.
“During his four years in
public school he has had five
different aides, three different
vision teachers and three different orientation and mobility
instructors,” she said.
But there really aren’t a whole lot
of other options. The unfortunate

reality, Weaver said, is that students with physical and orthopedic impairments have few places
to go besides public schools.
“There are great private
schools for ADD, autism, dyslexia — the whole Peninsula
is littered with these amazing
schools that can address these
issues. But there’s nothing for
cerebral palsy,” she said.
Search for a home

when asked by the Voice, saying
it would compromise “campaign
strategy.”
“Signature gatherers are clear
on the proposed initiative,” said
Laura Teutschel, a Measure V
Too Costly spokeswoman. “This
is more scare tactics and nonsense
from the Mountain View Tenants
Coalition.”
One of the measure’s main
proponents, former Mayor John
Inks, has helped collect signatures
as a volunteer. Asked about the 3
percent threshold, Inks said that he
wasn’t directly involved in drafting
the ballot initiative. The measure’s
language was authored by an
attorney hired by the California
Apartment Association and their
political consulting firm, Wheelhouse Strategy Group, he said.
“I didn’t write it, and I wouldn’t
have chosen the language that
they did,” Inks said. “But if it’s
a balance of Measure V versus
an alternative, I’d go for the
alternative.”
By its nature, it is impossible to
quickly describe the full measure
to people on the street, he said.
“I just tell people it’s setting
a new bar for rent control. It’s
as simple as that,” Inks said. “If
software engineers are making
$180,000, then they can afford to
pay market rent here.”
In recent days, signature gathering has been intensifying, with

V
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Notice to Bidders
65)RXQWDLQV/LPLWHG3DUWQHUVKLSD&DOLIRUQLDQ/LPLWHG3DUWQHUVKLSLVVHHNLQJTXDOL¿HGJHQHUDOFRQWUDFWRUVWR
VXEPLWELGVRQWKHIROORZLQJSURMHFWDW7KH)RXQWDLQV
• Elevator Repairs
• Water Heater Replacement
• Site Lighting Improvement
• Unit Interior Rehab
%LGVSHFL¿FDWLRQVIRUWKLVSURMHFWZLOOEHDYDLODEOHRQ-XQHVWIURP0LG3HQ+RXVLQJ&RUSRUDWLRQ
%LG'RFXPHQWVFDQEHDFFHVVHGKHUH KWWSVDSSER[FRPVSWNLIGJFX[LGPLL\V[SUJKE\SG 
$PDQGDWRU\ELGZDONWKURXJKZLOOEHKHOGDW7KH)RXQWDLQVDW6DQ5DPRQ'ULYH0RXQWDLQ9LHZ&$7KH
GDWHRIWKHELGZDONWKURXJKZLOOEHRQ-XQHWKDWDP3OHDVH5693WR$GLWL0DKPXGDWVUIRXQWLDQVUHKDE#
PLGSHQKRXVLQJRUJRUFDOO7KLVSURMHFWLVIXQGHGE\&LW\RI0RXQWDLQ9LHZ&RPPXQLW\'HYHORSPHQW
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UHJXODWLRQVLQFOXGLQJEXWQRWOLPLWHGWR)HGHUDO'DYLV%DFRQSUHYDLOLQJZDJHUDWHVDQG6HFWLRQUHTXLUHPHQWV7KH
VXFFHVVIXOORZELGGHUPXVWEHD&DOLIRUQLDOLFHQVHG*HQHUDO&RQWUDFWRU$SHUIRUPDQFH%RQGPD\EHUHTXLUHG
7KHGXHGDWHRIWKHELGVLV-XO\WKDWSP%LGVPD\EHKDQGGHOLYHUHGWR$771$GLWL0DKPXG
0LG3HQ+RXVLQJ&RUSRUDWLRQ9LQWDJH3DUN'ULYH6XLWH)RVWHU&LW\&$
0%(:%('%(FRQWUDFWRUVDUHHQFRXUDJHGWRVXEPLWELGV

BAR FIGHT

Continued from page 1

He said surveillance footage
he reviewed with the police
department shows the suspect
speeding up to strike the two
bar patrons around 2:09 a.m.,
after the bar had been closed
for the night and the doors had
been locked.
If the witness claims are true
that the three had gotten into
an argument, Graham said it
must have happened after the
bar closed.
“It wasn’t a fight that initiated

or started at Sports Page,” he
said. “There is zero footage
showing them talking.”
Police are not releasing details
on the extent of the injuries or
the names of anyone involved in
the late-night incident, citing an
active investigation.
Anyone with information is
asked to call Det. Dan Garcia at
650-903-6624. No witnesses
had come forward as of
Wednesday morning, according to police spokeswoman
Katie Nelson.
Email Kevin Forestieri
at kforestieri@mv-voice.com
V

CRIME BRIEF

Continued from page 4
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Do you need more information on the Community Stabilization
and Fair Rent Act (CSFRA)?
;OL*P[`VM4V\U[HPU=PL^OVZ[Z^VYRZOVWZL]LY`ÄYZ[HUK[OPYK-YPKH`VM[OL
TVU[O[VL_WSHPU[OL*:-9(HUKYL]PL^[OLWL[P[PVUWYVJLZZ

Upcoming Workshops
-YPKH`1\UL

-YPKH`1\UL

!WT[V!WT
*P[`/HSS7SHaH*VUMLYLUJL9VVT
500 Castro Street, Mountain View

Questions?
:DONLQ2τFH+RXUV
;O\YZKH`Z
!WT[V!WT
*P[`/HSS7\ISPJ>VYRZZ[-SVVY
-YVU[*VUMLYLUJL9VVT

Phone: (650) 282-2514
Email:JZMYH'OV\ZPUNVYN
4V\U[HPU]PL^NV]YLU[Z[HIPSPaH[PVU

Tenants and Landlords welcome!
(Se habla español)

ran into the In-N-Out Burger
where he shoved another person
multiple times, Nelson said.
One of the victims went to
In-N-Out and asked employees
to call police, Nelson said. Officers arrived and arrested the
suspect on suspicion of several
charges including multiple batteries, attempted robbery and
an outstanding warrant. He was
also charged with inflicting a
corporal injury to a mother due
to his relationship with the exgirlfriend and their two children.
Police are unsure why the suspect attacked any of the victims,
and say that he was combative
and argumentative while he was
detained and would not speak to
police apart from yelling, Nelson
said.
—Kevin Forestieri

FOOTHILL

Continued from page 12

in compensation,” he said.
Although tough negotiations
and differences of opinion are
commonplace during debates
over salaries, Perino said the
lines of communication between
the union and the district office
used to be more open, and that
the tight budget and uneasiness
over the future has strained the
relationship and made negotiations that much more difficult.
Requests for information about
the budget are met with a sluggish
response — or even an outright
denial — and district officials
seem entirely uninterested in
exploring other methods of compensation that may put less stress
on the budget, she said.
It makes it all the more frustrating, Perino said, that the
district is unwilling to increase
salaries by an amount so small
that it doesn’t even come close to
keeping up with the rising cost of
living in the state.
“It’s almost embarrassing how
little it is, what we’re fighting
over,” she said.
Email Kevin Forestieri
at kforestieri@mv-voice.com
V
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Why I fight for Emily Doe and against the recall

A

s district attorney, I oversaw the successful prosecution and conviction
of rapist Brock Turner. The judge
imposed a lawful, though far too
lenient, sentence that was recommended by the county’s Probation Department.
I vehemently opposed the
sentence. Our reaction to it was
swift, decisive, and fair. It was not
an attack on the judge. We acted
against an outdated law. We
fought against the false notion
that the rape of an unconscious
woman was somehow less violent, less serious, less traumatic,
less.
“On nights when you feel alone,
I am with you. When people
doubt you or dismiss you, I am
with you. I fought every day for
you. So never stop fighting, I
believe you.”
Standing a few feet away from
me, Emily Doe read her letter to
Brock Turner’s back. I had no
idea at the time that her sadness
and anger with Turner’s sentence
would change the way the world
thinks about sexual assault, that

Published every Friday at
450 Cambridge Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(650) 964-6300 fax (650) 964-0294
Email news and photos to:
editor@MV-Voice.com
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Guest Opinion
millions would be deeply moved.
I only knew that I was. I released
the letter that day with hopes that
perhaps it might help some local
victims. It spread within days
from that courtroom in Palo Alto
to millions of people around the
world.
Within months, actor Sharon
Stone was reading Emily Doe’s
letter in front of legislators,
law enforcement, advocates and
experts at a symposium on campus sexual assault that we convened at Santa Clara University.
At its completion we announced
that Santa Clara, San Jose State
and Stanford had — along
with our office — co-signed an
unprecedented memorandum
of understanding dictating how
we would better coordinate our
handling of campus sex assaults.
Then, I wrote the law later
enacted by the California Legislature and signed by Governor
Jerry Brown making sure that
future Brock Turners will be sent

to prison, where rapists belong.
Even Emily Doe told Turner
that she hoped that he would
remake his name and make
the world a better place. Our
actions were meant to tangibly
address the national frustration
that arose from conditions that
allowed for Turner’s sentence.
They were made through reflection and reason, not revenge.
Notwithstanding my strong
disappointment at the sentence,
I am firmly opposed to the
recall of Judge Persky. Subjecting judges to recall when they
follow the law and do something
unpopular undermines judicial
independence. This value is more
important than any outcome
in any individual case. When
judges believe that they will
lose their careers for making
unpopular but lawful decisions,
they may lack the courage to
stand up for the rights of minorities or others needing protection
from powerful majorities or
those with even understandably
inflamed passions. Were it not
for this principle, it is hard to

see how our country would have
cherished rights that we now
sometimes take for granted: civil
rights, integrated schools, free
speech, access to birth control
and marriage equality, to name a
few. Judges who made unpopular
decisions in favor of these values
have been threatened with recall
or have been recalled, even in
recent years.
I support the principle of recall,
but only in circumstances where
a judge has exhibited a pattern of
abuse or favor for one group of
people over another, is unable to
perform his duties or is biased.
The findings of our local bar, the
state’s Commission of Judicial
Performance, and my review of
Judge Persky’s decisions have
concluded the same thing: there
is no pattern.
Perhaps we should think less
about Brock Turner’s sentence
and more about Emily Doe’s
sentences. Let’s heed the calls for
help from millions of survivors,
rather than recall a single judge.
Jeff Rosen is the district attorney of Santa Clara County.
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YES ON MEASURE E
We are proud to work at Mountain View High School, where
providing a strong education that
prepares students for successful
futures is part of our core values.
We are also the deeply satisfied
parents of two Mountain View
High School alumni (class of
2008 and 2010) and will be fortunate to welcome our third child to
campus as a member of the class
of 2026. As we look to the future,
both as educators and parents, it
is imperative that our community
does all that we can to ensure
local students continue to have
access to a top-notch education
that prepares them for college
and careers. Measure E does just
that.
From our combined 50 years
as educators, we know firsthand
how important a comfortable,
up-to-date learning environment
is to student success. Today,
our already overcrowded high
schools will have to accommodate at least 500 additional
students in the immediate future,
putting a further strain on space
and resources that our students
need in order to achieve.
Measure
E
addresses

Q Mountain View Voice Q MountainViewOnline.com Q June 1, 2018

overcrowding by providing critical funding to add, modernize
and repair classrooms, labs and
student support facilities across
both campuses. These necessary
improvements will ensure that
our teachers have the tools they
need to provide a modern, wellrounded education in science,
technology, engineering, arts and
math for our students.
We need Measure E to continue
the stellar education that Mountain View High School offers for
future generations of students.
Join us and other Mountain View
educators in voting Yes on E for
excellent local high schools.
Jim and Marti McGuirk
Math teacher and counselor
Mountain View High School

SUPPORT STRONG LOCAL
HIGH SCHOOLS
I have been most fortunate to
live and work in this community,
and raise my children here as
well. There are many reasons
why this area is so fantastic, and
certainly one that has been a
constant for the 60 years I have
been around is the outstanding
public education in Mountain
View and Los Altos. Working as

a police officer for 30 years and
serving as a board member for
the Community Health Awareness Council for 15 years, I can
honestly say that there is nothing
more important than continuing
to provide top quality education
to our children.
Although I no longer have
school-age children, I absolutely
support the continuing improvement of all schools in our community. Our high schools consistently rank among the top schools
in the nation and I believe we
have incredibly talented and dedicated educators that well prepare
our children to move forward in
today’s world. But like any organization, it is essential to keep
improving in order to maintain
this high standard. That is why
Measure E is important for both
our schools and the community.
In recent years, our area has
undergone rapid growth. Our
local high schools were not built
to serve as many students as they
do now, much less an additional
500 students who are expected
in the near future. Measure
E provides critical funding to
expand and upgrade classrooms,
labs, libraries, cafeterias and
other student support facilities

to accommodate this enrollment growth. The district has
developed a detailed master plan
that will address the most pressing needs of local students and
schools. By law, all Measure E
funds must stay here to benefit
Mountain View-Los Altos high
schools and cannot be used for
salaries or pensions. I am confident that all Measure E funds
will be spent properly and only
go toward the education of our
students.
Please join me in supporting
strong local high schools and
exceptional education for local
students, and vote yes on Measure E on June 5.
Bruce Barsi, retired Mountain
View Police captain
Los Altos

MEASURE E POISED TO
DRIVE FAMILIES AWAY
It’s easy to assume that anyone
who says no to a bond for school
children must be a grinch — but
I ask you, what good is improving
a school if you drive out all the
families with children?
The Bay Area is in a housing
Continued on next page

Viewpoint
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crisis, and the current median
home price in Mountain View,
according to Zillow, is over $1.5
million. The proposed bond
would add nearly $500 to each
household’s annual taxes. Landlords are not going to absorb
this cost “for the children” and
instead will pass that cost onto
already struggling renters. That
$500 a year is equal to what most
families pay yearly for gas or
school lunches. Measure E will, in
fact, alleviate overcrowding, but
only by driving out low-income
families and replacing them with
non-family computer engineers.
Measure E will also push away
teachers, who are already struggling to afford to live in the community they serve. What message
are we sending our children
when we demonstrate that we
value a new office administration
building more than their or their
teachers’ ability to continue to
live in the community?
Jennifer Imhoff
Chair, Libertarian Party of
Santa Clara County

MISDIRECTED ANGER
Regarding your editorial urging the ouster of Judge Persky
(“Recall Judge Persky,” May 18):
while your analysis is flawed on
a number of levels, that is now
beside the point.
The proponents of recall, led by
Professor Dauber, have distorted
the judge’s record to portray him
as outside the mainstream. He
is not. People have reason to be
upset with his decision. I am. But
the anger is misdirected in much
the same way that vague and misplaced anger and fear motivated
millions of Americans to vote for
Donald Trump. Someone has to
pay, and in this case it’s Judge Persky. And that’s a shame because
there are many ways to channel
anger and emotion at a societal
ill that are less destructive of our
rule of law.
William F. Adler
Hedgerow Court

A GOOD INVESTMENT
IN CITY’S FUTURE
During the more than 20 years
I’ve lived in Mountain View,
I’ve seen a lot of change. But one
thing that has remained constant
is the high quality of our local
high schools. Even before my
own children attended Mountain
View High School, I took great
pride in being part of a community that values education
and invests in schools. Thanks
to that commitment, our high
schools continue to thrive and
produce thoughtful and creative
graduates, many of whom choose
to remain in Mountain View
and become part of our local
workforce. That is why I know
Measure E is a good investment

in Mountain View’s future.
Our high school facilities
should support programs that
engage students and spark a love
for learning — programs in science, technology, engineering,
arts, and music — all critical
in developing a well-rounded
student and citizen. Measure E
will provide a dedicated source of
local funding to provide the 21st
century learning environment
to ensure our schools remain
among the best in the nation.
Our strong local high schools
are integral to the strength and
vibrancy of our community. By
mail, or on June 5, please join
me in voting yes on E to support
student success and to keep our
schools a source of pride for this
community.
Carol Olson
Former president and CEO,
Mountain View Chamber
of Commerce

VOTE TUESDAY
While many important decisions for voters are often presented on the November ballot
(of even-numbered years), there
is plenty on the June 5 ballot to
justify your voting. Most voters
have requested mail-in ballots.
Get your ballot completed and
postmarked or delivered to your
polling place by Election Day.
If the turnout continues in
the range of 30 percent of registered voters (which is only 20
percent of adult citizens), there
will be no cause to celebrate
our representative democracy.
Low participation allows monied
special interests to control who
gets elected and to set the entire
public agenda. At least vote. Better yet, going forward, register
others to vote and participate in
a campaign.
Gary Wesley
Continental Circle

PERSKY IGNORED
THE VICTIM
Opponents of Judge Persky’s
recall claim he was just following
a probation department’s recommendation in the Stanford sexual
assault case, but fail to mention he ignored the prosecutor’s
recommendation of six years in
prison. More importantly, he
completely ignored the victim,
who told Persky on the day of
the sentencing that she was “consumed by anger which eventually
quieted down to profound sadness” when she read the probation officer’s report.
We must start listening to survivors and giving them the justice they deserve. His sentencing
in the case delivered a profound
blow to anyone paying attention
to how we treat sexual assault
survivors. Why bother to come
forward when the results are so
trivial? The decision also cast

doubt on any decision he makes
going forward. I urge my neighbors to vote yes to recall Persky.
Lisa Skrzynecki
Los Gatos

PERSKY DOESN’T GET IT
Judge Persky’s supporters sink
to a new low when they characterize Stanford swimmer Brock
Turner’s actions as an inebriated
student’s momentary lapse of
judgment. The police report of
Turner’s arrest says otherwise:
although Turner had been drinking, he was able to recall everything that occurred. He admitted
to not knowing the name of his
victim and said he could not
identify her if he saw her again.
All he wanted to do, Turner told
the police, was “hook up with a
girl.” His victim, meanwhile, was
fully unconscious.
This was not a hookup; Turner
preyed upon a completely vulnerable woman. Ultimately, the jury
in the Turner trial was sufficiently
unimpressed with the “boys-willboys” sentiment and found him
guilty of three felonies.
Please join me in voting to
recall Judge Persky on June 5, who
seems to be one of the few people
who still doesn’t seem to get it.
Allison Pittman
Mercy Street

POISON PILL IN
LANDLORDS’ PETITION
Rent control has become a
controversial topic in Mountain View. The Community Stabilization and Fair Rent Act,
also known as Measure V, was
approved by Mountain View
voters in November 2016. It is
working to protect renters from
unreasonable rent increases while
ensuring a fair profit for landlords. Now, however, the corporate-landlord-funded California
Apartment Association is paying
people to gather signatures on a
petition for a November ballot
measure to modify Measure V in
significant ways. All you need to
know is that deep within the proposed changes is a “poison pill,”
whose sole purpose is to destroy
Measure V. If the vacancy rate
is above 3 percent in the 15,000
apartments in our city, Measure
V’s ceiling on rent increases will
no longer be in effect. To put this
number in perspective, Mountain
View’s apartment vacancy rate
has remained above 3 percent
since 2009. Also, the landlords’
proposal removes the protections for renters from unjust
evictions. Don’t be fooled that
the CA Apartment Association
just wants to improve the law —
they want to kill rent control in
Mountain View.
Opponents of this flawed petition include three current members of our City Council: Mayor
Lenny Siegel, Pat Showalter, and

Ken Rosenberg. The League
of Women Voters of the Los
Altos-Mountain View Area has
also taken a stand against this
petition.
Before you sign their petition, please consider that the
majority of our city’s residents
are renters — teachers, seniors,
workers in our restaurants and
shops, including many families
who have lived here for years.
Remember the “poison pill”
will end renter protections.
I am a retired teacher and a
homeowner in Mountain View
for 40 years, and I appreciate
the rich economic, cultural,
and ethnic diversity here. Let’s
all join together to protect our
community.
Gail Nyhan
Barbara Avenue

TIME TO RECALL PERSKY
I suppose I should not be
shocked that the anti-recall
campaign would sink so low as
to say Emily Doe did not write
the letter that went viral about
her experience reporting sexual
assault. But here we are.
Judge Persky’s lawyer and
biggest donor, Jim McManis,
made the statement to a Vogue
reporter, accusing Emily Doe of
lying. He also implied her drinking caused her assault — never
mind the part the perpetrator,
Brock Turner, played.
How many more times will we
allow this kind of shaming to be
played out in the media and by
the people we ask to uphold our
justice system? I say enough is
enough.
Victim-blaming needs to
become a thing of the past. It’s
time to recall Persky and show
his supporters and the world just
how horrifically outdated these
victim-shaming tactics are. We
are better than this.
Please vote yes to recall Persky
on June 5.
Teresa Fiss
Santa Clara County Commission
on the Status of Women member

CAMPAIGN AGAINST
MEASURE V
This year, the CAA (California Apartment Association)
began a campaign against Measure V, claiming that measure is
“too expensive” and “not working.” They introduced a ballot
initiative to “fix” Measure V
and paid signature gatherers to
go to stores and homes and collect signatures on a petition to
add their initiative to November’s ballot. City Council members wrote an op-ed (“Don’t
sign the Measure V Too Costly
petition,” May 4) debunking
their claims and telling Mountain View residents not to sign
because it contains a clause that
would repeal Measure V. The
Mountain View Tenants Coalition sprung into action, putting
up fliers in neighborhoods and
educating residents. Yet, despite
our efforts, many have signed.
There are just so many signature gatherers and so few of us.
My husband and I spent
Memorial Day in Sahara Mobile
Home Park knocking on doors
and talking to residents who
had almost all signed the California Apartment Association’s
rent control repeal petition. The
park was originally a retirement community so many of
the residents we spoke to were
older and on a fixed income.
When I asked what they were
told about the initiative, they
said it was Phase 2 of Measure
V and that it would extend who
was covered and that mobile
homes would be included. They
were horrified to hear that it
actually repealed rent control.
My heart was broken as I spoke
with person after person who
believed that they were signing
to help themselves and their
community. I passed out hundreds of signature withdrawal
forms and hope that residents
will sign them and turn them
in before Friday.
Leticia Jones
Space Park Way

What’s on your mind?
From City Hall politics and the schools to transportation and other pressing issues, the Voice
aims to keep readers informed about their community. But we also want to hear from you.
Tell us what’s on your mind by sending your
letters to letters@MV-Voice.com. Or snail-mail
them to: Mountain View Voice, P.O. Box 405,
Mountain View, CA 94042.
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